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ARTIST: Hans Jochem Bakker

100x 100 cmExperience I

Epoxy Art Edition

LIMITED 10

Hans Jochem Bakker



ARTIST: Hans Jochem Bakker

100 x 100 cm 100x 100 cm

Hans Jochem Bakker

Alu Epoxy  Edition 10

I realize Just be mine  I

Choice of life100 x 100 cm 100x 100 cmNo Limts



The beauty of nature translated in a beautiful story. Butterflies that were strategically placed 
to make a statement in contrast with the darkside of our environment…………..

“Captured in the moment where 2 worlds become one transformed into art”.

Original Art- Ethic
All of the specimens Madame Butterfly works with are raised on farms which help to preserve the 
valuable rainforest habitat by providing villagers an ethical income other than clearing virgin tropical 
rainforest. Raising insects to sell is sometimes the only incentive some indigenous people have to save the 
environment they live in.
To make a living the indigenous people can either poach in the rainforest or sell their land for retrieving 
palm oil. In both cases the rainforest isn’t preserved. With the farms there’s an incentive to preserve the 
rainforest, because the farms need the flora and fauna of the rainforest. You can’t farm butterflies without 
their natural habitat. The specimens are from butterfly and insect farms in Central and Southern America 
rainforest areas which breed for insect collectors around the world.

ARTIST: Madame Butterfly by Carolien Bosch



In spiritual meaning the butterfly stands for change, freedom, love and transformation in the quality of 
life. To Carolien butterflies represent the blooming of the spiritual quality of life. Therefore she feels it’s 
more than a privilege to work with them and turn their stories into an artform, bringing them back to life.

“Seeing the world through my eyes as a taxidermist and my passion for telling a story through 
my creations I got my inspiration for this theme by the colours and different structures. 
Everybody knows The Garden of Eden, it’s a big inspiration for many creatives.”

Fascinated by the idea of creating a hidden world, a safe place where the butterflies could 
explore their true selves. A world of different structures in combination with bold colours and 
flowers in full bloom

The strategic placement of the flowers and butterflies in random colours and shapes brings 
this world to life. Please enter and dream away.

ARTIST: Madame Butterfly by Carolien Bosch



ARTIST: Blitsz by Mascha

 Eau de Tulipe approx Size: 100 x 120 cm

Artwork 8 Edition

Mascha de Haas (1977) comes from a real artist family. 
Her father is a gallery owner. Her mother studied at the art 
academy. Mascha also proves to possess the creative gene 
with her artworks. As an autodidact she has learned to 
work with different techniques. 
In addition to paintings, she also makes sculptures and 
digital art.

Blitsz by Mascha



Eau de Stripes Size: 100 x 120 cm

Aluminium topped with Epoxy

ARTIST: Blitsz by Mascha

Eau de Colour Size 100x120 cm

Eau d'Art by Mascha

Limited Edition 8



Epoxy artwork

Floral I Size: 100 x 120 cm

Floral II Size: 100x120 cm

ARTIST: Blitsz by Mascha

more Artwork online!



ARTIST: Hans Jochem Bakker

Consider  I 100 x 120 cm Consider II 100 x 120 cm

H
ans Jochem

 Bakker

Attractive Responsible120x140 cm 120x140 cm

Peacefully I 100 x 120 cm

Leather Dibond 



ARTIST: Hans Jochem Bakker

Leather Dibond

Artwork 60x120 cm

Green Butterfly II 80x140Green Butterfly I- 80x140

Asian Feeling IIAsian Feeling  I



Original on canvas 80x80 cm

Original on canvas 100x100 cm

ARTIST: Francisco Bartus

close up

Original on canvas 80x80 cm

Close up



ARTIST: Micha Baker
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Micha mainly paints figurative art, where women, 
flowers, comic fashion characters belong to his 
vocabulary. What previously seemed like a hobby 
eventually became a calling. After about 5 years of 
lessons in techniques with various artists, he began 
training illustrative design. 
He found many inspirations for his current work 
and soon he started to use the modern capabilities to 
create his artwork. 

"Money lover III" 100x120 cm

"Abbey Road III" 075x130 cm



Unique Artwork Epoxy

My name is Mr Duck...  100x100cm

ARTIST: Micha Baker

Wanted 100x100cm Shopping Queens 100x100cm

Unique Artwork mix media with epoxy



ARTIST: Micha Baker

H
om

m
age Banksy

Hommage  Balloon girl
Floatin girl060x120m 060 x120 cm

Follow yor dreams 100 x 100 cm

Epoxy Art 

Flower throwerl

Give Peace a change  100x100cm Hommage Collage Banksy 100x100cm



ARTIST: Jack Liemburg

Size: 140 x 100 cm

Unique Edition

Jack Liemburg is a Dutch artist who offers unique and 
inimitable art experiences. His paintings are often laced 
with passion, power and rebellion. 

His work is characterised by the combination of painting 
techniques and photography.
Jack draws his inspiration from everyday life, but more 
so from extraordinary encounters and from travelling 
and music. 

All these elements can be found in his unique paintings 
that do not go unnoticed – true statements on the wall.

Jacksart is presented throughout the Netherlands and 
way beyond. From Moscow to Istanbul, from Cologne to 
Ibiza.

Jack 

- Alubox Epoxy unique



ARTIST: Jack Liemburg

First we drink Red Queen
Size: 100x100 cm 

Mix-Media Artwork

James Gold Marilyn Gold I

 Gangster Dinner



ARTIST: Chantal Brink

Size 80x120 cm

Cosmic

Photography-Limited Edition 

Barbie III

Art photography by Chantal. 
The Amsterdam photographer & fashion 
designer Chantal Brink is known for her edgy, 
dark and sexy portrait. These portraits come to 
life through her fashion brand CHAN.GE, 
which placed her art on walls, people and 
streets. Each project tells a story with a social 
or personal statement. With her unique way of 
looking at life, she only captures the pure 
moments in a mysterious way.

Free SouI II

MASTERPIECE AVAILABLE



ARTIST: Chantal Brink

Ophiuchius

A girl best friend

Lim
ited Edition

Art Photography by Chantal Brink

Bedu I

Shattered ISize 080x120 cm



Michael Daniels 

Pop-Art artist Michael Daniels was born in Ede on April 18, 1976.Pop-Art artist Michael Daniels was born in Ede on April 18, 1976.
He has followed a creative education in the East of the country, where he came into contactHe has followed a creative education in the East of the country, where he came into contact
with typography, photography, painting and drawing. with typography, photography, painting and drawing. 
Here he has a thorough graphical knowledge and built up years of experience.Here he has a thorough graphical knowledge and built up years of experience.
To give this creativity space, he started designing Pop Art art with great success.To give this creativity space, he started designing Pop Art art with great success.
The fantasy of Michael Daniels is the limit and that is just far to seek. His style is characterized byThe fantasy of Michael Daniels is the limit and that is just far to seek. His style is characterized by
catchy and very detailed Pop-Art images from both the present and the past, with surprisingcatchy and very detailed Pop-Art images from both the present and the past, with surprising
perspectives.
Michael Daniels is ready to conquer the hearts of art lovers with his colorful and catchy creationsMichael Daniels is ready to conquer the hearts of art lovers with his colorful and catchy creations

more online at www.kunst-media.com

Sizes approx

33 & 45 & 70  

Liquid Fashion 
Sizes approx 45 & 80 cm



ARTIST: Michael Daniels

Remember our rock heroes Our rock legends 

Secret Pop Art Files

50x120 cm

2022 
New backing Forex



Limited Edition - Alu -Mirror  Dibond
more online : www.kunst-media.com

ARTIST: Michael Daniels

Puzzle Bunny I  40x40 cm
Puzzle Bunny II 90x90 cm

Puzzle Betty I 40x40 cm
Puzzle Betty II 90x90 cm

@1 90x90 cm 
@2 40x40 cm

Bitcoin 1 90x110cm
Bitcoin 2 53x65



ARTIST: Nicole Laceur

Size: 160 x 080 cmBeach Floral I 

Size: 160 x 080 cmBeach Floral II 

Size: 160 x 080 cmBeach  I 

Size: 160 x 080 cmBeach life 



ARTIST: Nicole Laceur

Walking Size: 160 x 080 cm

Beach life Size: 160 x 080 cm

Size: 160 x 080 cmSunny days

Size: 160 x 080 cmBeach lII 



ARTIST: Ad van Hassel

Unica 
Hand made

Pop Art AmsterdamSizes approx
33 & 45 & 70

Ad van Hassel, born April 26, 1953 
in Roosendaal In 1980 Ad started 
painting, after having gone through 
several creative disciplines for 
years. Ad has been using screen 
printing, not only for his own work, 
but also for the work of other 
artists. For 12 years he was the 
regular printer of Herman Brood, 
but also others such as Corneille, 
Jan Cremer,  used his 
craftsmanship skills.

Popart sculptures

Pop Art Candy



ARTIST: Ad van Hassel

Liquid Dollar &Liquid Dollar &Liquid Dollar  Can Small & Large 

More online www.kunst-media.com

Liquid Dollar Wall Art - hand folded 110 x 065 cm more sizes available

Candy Roy  stripes Candy Dollar



ARTIST: Ad van Hassel

U
nique Edition 

Candy Mondriaan several sizesArtgift Popart Candy giftbox
Sizes Approx 

33 cm
45 cm
70 cm

and on request

Roy star & stripes blackCampbell Red

Union Jack



ARTIST: Ad van Hassel

Some Impressions of  Art

Unique Edition 

Luxury Fashion Art bag MondriaanLuxury Fashion Art bag hand made

Acrylic sculptures 3d



ARTIST: James Chiew

Abstract III 120x120

Unique Artwork Epoxy  cm 120x180

Experiment. Innovate. Create. Verbs that apply 
daily on artist James Chiew. His mixed media art 
forces him to seek for new boundaries. Moreover, 
he regularly exceeds boundaries to discover new 
limits. James’s choice of material is also outside the 
box. He combines acrylic paint, epoxy, wood, metal 
and even cowhide with photographic images and 
objects in a unique way. And with everything else 
that seems possible… His challenge is trying to do 
the impossible. ‘Either I will find a way or I will 
make one' is James’s motto



Original Artwork

Size: 120x 120 cmSize: 120 x 120 cm

ARTIST: James Chiew

Abstract V Abstract VI

Size: 100x 150 cmAbstract X



ARTIST: James Chiew

X ray lenticular

060x060 cm 

2021 LV ALMA MIRROR

2021 CHANEL DIAMONT

CHANEL PYTHON GOLD

2021 MONTAIGNE JK VAN GOGH LV

Size: 060 x 060 cmSize: 060 x 060 cmXRAY Rolex Daytona



ARTIST: James Chiew

LV Yellow Pills Fashion LV MarkJacobs II

Fashion Pills Marc Jacob I LV Pink Fashion Pills

HermsFashion Pills Fashion Pills Gold



ARTIST: Hans Jochem Bakker

Hans Jochem Bakker (1948) is an autodidact of an 
old artist's family. Inspired by artists like Salvador 
Dalí, Miró and Picasso, he has taken over parts of 
their southern temperament in his theme, such as 
a special interest for birds, horses and women.

As spontaneously possible, honest, straight from 
the passionate artist heart. A rounded story does 
not even exist. Everything is moving, and that's 
also the main reason to continue painting.

In addition to the greater freedom and thus the 
ability to react immediately, to respond to what is 
happening, there is also space for attention to the 
composition, structure and material. Hans Jochem Bakker

120x120 cmJust see 



ARTIST: Hans  Jochem Bakker

Epoxy Dibond - Limited Editions

Just see II 120x120 cm

Masquerade IMasguerade II 120x120 cm



ARTIST: Over 25 Artist distributed

Impression of some Artworks and more......

Contact us for updates
NEW SHOWROOM 

Art Concept International 
Kunst-media.com

Art Line Artpublishing 
info@kunst-media.com

+31-24-3886249



We have been building our relationship with the leading 
suppliers and artists arround the world, we can offer our 
customers not only a wide choice of artwork but also artwork that 
fits perfectly with today’s trends in home and office. 
We supply b2b like distributors - framers -gallery- artshops  if we 
can help you or if you have any question please contact us! 
Our staff is available for you. 

Regards
Robert-Jan Egberts

We love to hear from you.....

Kunst-Media-Art Line Artpublishing by
Art Concept International BV

Factorijweg 8
6541 DN Nijmegen, Netherlands

Tel:+31-24-3734200 or Tel:+31-24-3886249 
info@kunst-media.com

www.kunst-media.com



e-mail: info@kunst-media.com

www.kunst-media.com


